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R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer NBP93- 1 survey of the
Antarctic Peninsula and Powell Basin

LAWRENCE A. LAWyER, Institute for Geophysics, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78759-4897

H
eat-flow, magnetics, gravity, and seismic reflection data
as well as piston and gravity cores in Powell Basin were

part of a study conducted on the NBP93-1 cruise of R/V
Nathaniel B. Palmer to the Antarctic Peninsula (figure 1).
Because austral summer 1992-1993 turned out to be an
exceptionally ice-free year for the east side of the Antarctic
Peninsula, we took the opportunity to collect seismic, gravity,
and magnetics data along the Larsen Ice Shelf to 66°45'S, an
area previously unexplored. To collect the shelf data, our
planned work in Powell Basin was reduced, and we gambled
that the weather during the cruise would be optimal. The
weather during the 12 days spent along the Larsen Ice Shelf
was excellent while, at the same time, low-pressure zones
moved through Powell Basin and precluded successful work
there.

During the crossing of Drake's Passage, a new 24-channel
seismic streamer was deployed, and an attempt was made to
weight it neutrally bouyant so it would tow at a depth of
between 20 and 30 meters. The streamer, designed by Innova-
tive Transducer, Inc., (IT!) had a flotation jacket that contin-
ued onto the reel. When it became apparent that the streamer
required too much chain taped to it to reach the desired tow-
ing depth, a nonflotation leader was added. In the interim, a
24-phone, single-channel IT! streamer was used for the initial
survey work in Powell Basin and on the Larsen Ice Shelf.

With the single-channel streamer, one crossing of Powell
Basin was made, but only two gas-injector SSI 2.46-liter air-
guns were operational, and two airguns did not give sufficient
penetration to basement. On the return crossing, four guns
were deployed and basement was observed. The weather
deteriorated, the gear was retrieved, and we headed for
Bransfield Strait where the seismic gear was redeployed. A
new "dike-like" intrusive feature was seen in the eastern end
of the King George Basin as well as another heretofore unre-
ported volcanic mound. Before a port call at Maxwell Bay, two
dredges were made on previously identified targets (Keller et
al., Antarctic Journal, in this issue). After the stop at King
George Island, dredging continued until the main winch wire
jammed in the block, and the ship headed for the east side of
the peninsula.

On exiting Antarctic Sound, the single-channel ITI seismic
streamer, four airguns, and the gradiometer were deployed on
a course of 135° until Weddell Sea pack ice was encountered at
64030'S 54020'W. The edge of the pack ice was followed to the
southwest to 66°45'S 58 045'W. Working northward, seismic
data were collected along an east-west grid with a 10-kilome-
ter (km) spacing, until 66°S where the line spacing changed to
20 km (Sloan and Lawyer, Antarctic Journal, in this issue).

Enroute to Powell Basin, a large negative GEOSAT gravity
anomaly was crossed with a single seismic line run due east to

Figure 1. Track chart showing the route of RN Nathaniel B. Palmer
during the NBP93-1 cruise to the Antarctic Peninsula. Mercator
chart was produced using GMT-SYSTEM (Wessel and Smith 1991).
Bathymetric contours are in light-weight lines and are taken from
GEBCO Chart 5-16. Location of the seismic profile shown in figure 2
is indicated by the heavy line. Numbers along the track refer to the
julian day for 1993.
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Figure 2. Single-channel monitor record across slump feature on east s
East-west location of seismic line shown in figure 1. The time marks a
approximate ship speed of 7 knots (12.5 km per hour). Internal deformat
and 1800 on julian day (JD) 59. Footwall is indicated on two separate cr
lower section.
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64°30'S 48°W. Figure 2 shows the profile of what may be a
massive slump. A very obvious footwall was observed as a
150-meter (m) drop at the eastern end of the slump. The
headwall and footwall coincide with the edges of the major
GEOSAT gravity anomaly. The east-west line crossed the
slump at an angle, and no levees that might channel the
slumped material were observed. Internal deformation is
seen in the slump as well as truncation of beds at the sedi-
ment surface. An acoustically transparent layer reaches the
surface about 20 km to the west of the footwall. If the GEOSAT
anomaly defines the areal extent of the slump, it may be as
large as 120 km by 200 km. The footwall appeared to be scal-
loped, based on three crossings of it.

On return to Powell Basin, rough weather made station
work difficult. A total of 2,700 km of seismic reflection data

was collected in Powell Basin.
Heat-flow values indicate the
general age of Powell Basin to
be Oligocene. There are no
correlatable magnetic anom-
alies from the basin, even
though an extinct spreading
center is identified from the
seismic records. During one
long night, the wind increased
from 30 knots to 60 knots, and
the seismic gear could not be
recovered. Fortunately, all the
gear survived, and although
some was slightly damaged,
none was lost. The cruise
ended with more dredging in
Bransfield Strait (Keller et al.,
Antarctic Journal, in this
issue). The final hours were
spent in King George Basin on
three heat-flow stations with a
total of 14 penetrations.
Enroute to Punta Arenas, a
final seismic survey was made
in the western Scotia Sea.

Participants in the NBP93-
1 cruise included Mark
Wiederspahn and Keith Naj-
mulski of the Institute for Geo-
physics; Benjamin Sloan and
Brad Wolaver of the Depart-

ide of the Antarctic Peninsula.	ment of Geology and the Insti-
re every hour and indicate an	tute for Geophysics, Universi-
ion can be seen between 0700	ty of Texas at Austin; Randallossings at the right end of the Keller of Oregon State Univer-

sity; Tom Williams of Stanford
University; Barbara Embry of Innovative Transducers, Inc.;
and Marta Ghidella and Jorge Strehlin of the Argentinian
Antarctic Survey. This research was supported by National
Science Foundation grant OPP 90-19247.
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